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Forward
In June of 1979, Kim Nees age 17 was brutally murdered in Poplar, Montana, a
community of 800 people located on the Fort Peck Indian Reservation in the far northeast corner
of the State of Montana.

Almost 4 years after the murder, 21 year old Barry Beach, a classmate of Kim Nees,
confessed to the killing after a 3 day interrogation by police in Louisiana.

After his confession, Barry maintained his innocence but was found guilty at trial in
1984, and sentenced to 100 years hard labor without parole.
Barry has spent the last 32 years in Deer Lodge Prison claiming he was tricked and
coerced into confessing. He has been trying to prove his innocence since 1983.
In November of 2014 a plea went out for Barry on Facebook:
November 10, 2014: POSTED ON FACEBOOK PAGE
Barry A. Beach #21520
Tonight Barry has asked for a request from supporters: Does anyone know a crime scene case
profiler who may be willing to volunteer to do some work on this case in terms of profiling the
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crime scene? Anyone who does please private message this page. Your assistance is deeply
appreciated.
John A. Cameron, a retired Great Falls, Montana Police Detective, answered Barry
Beach’s request. He obtained the case file documents, court transcripts and official records and
established a meticulous timeline of the last 48 hours of Kim Nees life.
The following timeline strengthens Barry Beach’s stance that he falsely confessed to
killing Kim Nees.
Introduction
Saturday, June 16th, 1979, 1:45 am, Poplar MT.
Kim NEES was murdered at the age of 17 in Poplar, Montana. Her body was found
floating face up in the Poplar River west of town off of Highway 2. The area was known as the
trestle and river bridge. It was a known meeting place for teens to park, swim and drink. Kim
NEES had just graduated high school 2 weeks before she was killed and was the Valedictorian of
her class.
The Kim NEES murder scene was discovered first, early Saturday morning at 4:00am.
Police didn’t respond to the scene until 7:15am. Kim had been dropped off at home 7 hours
earlier at midnight by her 21 year old BOYFRIEND. Kim NEES had been out with her
BOYFRIEND until midnight the night of her death, and left her house at 12:15 am, mad at her
BOYFRIEND. She was last spotted at around 1:00 am, heading west towards the trestle and river
bridge area by a witness named Kathleen MOE. She was never seen alive again.
Kim NEES was found at the trestle river bridge area Saturday morning at 7:15 am. She
had been beaten in the face, head and shoulders, while sitting in her truck, dragged out, and beat
again in the back of her head with a blunt rounded object as she lay on the ground. She was then
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dragged 257 feet and thrown down a 20 ft. embankment into the Poplar River. Kim NEES had
very few defensive wounds, mostly to the back of her arms and hands, and Dr. Pfaff, the
pathologist who performed the autopsy, stated the attack was in fairly quick succession, with
over 30 strikes to the face and head. The attack was frenzied and had the characteristics of being
personal.
Early on in the investigation the boyfriend of Kim NEES became the primary suspect. He
had dated Kim NEES at the time. FBI agent Brent Warberg, Sheriff Carpenter and Under Sheriff
Dean Mahlum interviewed the BOYFRIEND twice, in 1979 and once again in 1983. The
BOYFRIEND also testified at Barry Beach’s trial as a hostile witness.
The BOYFRIEND and Barry Beach both took lie detector tests in 1979. The
BOYFRIEND took 2 tests. Both Barry and the Boyfriend were primary suspects because one
dated Kim NEES and Barry had dated Pam NEES, Kim’s younger sister.
The BOYFRIEND was 21 years old and in college dating Kim NEES who was 17 and
still in high school. Barry Beach was 17, dating Pam Nees who was 15.
Prior to her death, Kim NEES had an abortion in Glasgow, Montana and the
BOYFRIEND found out about it. He thought the baby was his.
The FBI wrote thorough reports as did the two first responding BIA officers. There were
over 10 law officers at the scene from 5 different agencies and nobody was placed in charge.
Sheriff Dean Mahlum, who was the Under Sheriff in 1979, testified at Barry Beach’s 1984 trial,
that if the suspect or victim was white, the Roosevelt County Sheriff’s Office would handle it. If
they were Native American the FBI would handle the case. Barry Beach is Native American.
Mahlum testified that the documents in the case were never assembled together from all the
agencies involved until after Barry Beach’s arrest and confession in 1983. In fact, during the
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trial, The State turned over important documents to the defense, days into the trial. (Prosecutor
Marc Racicot Testimony)

Under Sheriff Dean Mahlum took part in some of the interviews in 1979. Those
interviews were not transcribed, copied or furnished to him, until after Barry Beach’s arrest and
confession in 1983. Sheriff Dean Mahlum did not have all the information in the Kim NEES
murder investigation prior to Barry’s confession. (Prosecutor Marc Racicot Closing)

It was the FBI’S 85 reports done by Agent Brent Warberg that were never shared with
Roosevelt County Sheriff Dean Mahlum until after Barry Beach’s arrest in 1983. Those reports
documented Kim NEES and her BOYFRIENDS movements the days leading up to the murder,
and the night it happened. Sheriff Mahlum testified in Barry’s trial in 1984:
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The 85 FBI reports that Sheriff Mahlum did not have copies of contained information that
led to another individual who had a motive to kill Kim NEES. The reports indicated Barry
Beach was home asleep just as he has maintained, and had no motive or opportunity to kill Kim
NEES.
The Kim NEES case went unsolved from 1979 until 1983. Nobody organized the case or
took a fresh look during this time. Once Barry Beach confessed in 1983 and was arrested, tunnel
vision took over and there was no looking back. The investigation focused on proving Barry
Beach’s confession, and they were having a hard time verifying it.
During the trial Prosecutor Marc RACICOT objected and attempted to discredit the 85
FBI reports done by FBI Agent Warberg. (Prosecutor Marc Racicot)

The 85 FBI reports and witness statements regarding the BOYFRIEND and his actions
the night of the murder were damning, and the outcome of the Barry Beach trial may have been
different had the jury heard all the evidence.
The Relationship
In the months before her death, Kim NEES was involved in a stressful relationship with
her older BOYFRIEND. Kim NEES and her BOYFRIEND dated from sometime in 1978, until
Kim NEES death, June 16th, 1979. The relationship was long distance because the BOYFRIEND
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was attending college in HAVRE and was 21 years old. Kim NEES was still a senior in high
school but graduated two weeks before her death. The NEES family and the BOYFRIEND’S
family were neighbors, living on the West-Side of Poplar two houses apart. Poplar is a town of
800 people and about 1 square mile in size.
Prior to Kim NEES death, she had become pregnant while the BOYFRIEND was in
college. Kim NEES had an abortion, and did not tell her father Harold Ted NEES. She did tell
her mother Diane NEES, and her BOYFRIEND also knew. The BOYFRIEND thought he was
the father of the child.
The BOYFRIEND received an anonymous letter just before returning to Poplar for the
summer of 1979. The writer told The BOYFRIEND that Kim NEES was seen with other boys
around town. (FBI Report)

On the day before Kim NEES death, she was caught by her BOYFRIEND out all night
with another man named Steve SCHAGUNN.
The Timeline
The Timeline begins in May of 1979; one month before Kim NEES is murdered.
May, 1979. Havre, Montana: The BOYFRIEND was attending college in Havre. He received
an anonymous letter letting him know his girlfriend Kim NEES had an abortion, and was seen
with other men while he was away at college. (The FBI report)
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The Night Before the Murder
Thursday night, 9:00pm 1979, June 14th 1979: The BOYFRIEND had been home from college
for two weeks. The BOYFRIEND was picked up at Poplar High School on his bicycle by Kim
NEES. He had been riding around on his bike looking for her and found her at the high school.
Kim had just graduated a few weeks before. (FBI Report)

Thursday night, 11:00 pm 1979, June 14th, 1979. Kim NEES and her BOYFRIEND drove
around Poplar in her pickup until 11:00 pm.

(1977 GMC) The

BOYFRIEND said he was tired and

had Kim NEES drop him off at home. NEES and her BOYFRIEND were neighbors, and lived 2
houses away from each other on the west side of Poplar, not far from the murder site.
Thursday night, 11:30pm. 1979, June 14th: Kim NEES went out after dropping off her
BOYFRIEND, and drove around and got drunk with Steve SCHAGUNN. They drank Slo Gin
together while parked. SCHAGUNN was dating Kim NEES’ friend, Susie KIRN. The
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BOYFRIEND was told by Kim NEES the day she was murdered, that she was out until 4:30 am
with Steve SCHAGUNN. (FBI Report)

The Day of the Murder
Friday aft, 5:30 pm 1979, June 15th: The BOYFRIEND saw Kim NEES pull up outside of her
house in her pickup. The BOYFRIEND called her over while he was cleaning his car. (1973 Ford
Mustang)

(FBI Report)

Friday night: 6:30pm 1979, June 15th: After talking to Kim NEES, the BOYFRIEND and Kim
NEES agree to go out together to the drive in movie theatre on the East end of town. Kim NEES
told the BOYFRIEND to call her before he came over to pick her up. There was tension between
the two because of the earlier confrontations and accusations of cheating.

The BOYFRIEND went downtown and bought a 6 pack of MILLER Beer at the Santee
Store, and he purchased another 6 pack later on. Two full Miller beers were found at the scene
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near the site of Kim NEES murder the following day. (The FBI Report)

Friday night, 7:30pm 1979, June 15th: On the way to pick up Kim NEES for their date, the
BOYFRIEND ran into Susie KIRN, Steve SCHAGUNNS’S girlfriend, the man Kim had been
with the night before. The BOYFRIEND tells Susie KIRN. (The FBI report)

Friday night, 8:30pm 1979, June 15th: The BOYFRIEND picks up Kim NEES at her house in
his Ford Mustang. They drive to the drive thru movie theatre on the east end of town and drink
MILLER Beer. The BOYFRIEND and Kim NEES are seen together by Steve SCHAGUNN and
Susie KIRN who are also together driving around Poplar. The BOYFRIEND describes what he
did that night to Sheriff Carpenter and FBI agent Warberg.
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Friday Night, 9:00pm, June 15th, 1979. Kathleen MOE see’s the BOYFRIEND and Kim NEES
together.

Friday night, 9:30 to 11:30pm 1979, June 15th: The BOYFRIEND and Kim NEES spent two
and a half hours at The Chief Drive-In Movie Theatre on the east end of Poplar. When asked in
his interview what they talked about the BOYFRIEND states: (The FBI report)
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Friday night, midnight, 12:00am, 1979, June 15th: The BOYFRIEND drops Kim NEES off at
home and states in his interview: (The FBI report)

Saturday morning, 12:15 am, 1979, June 16th: Legion Club: The BOYFRIEND had dropped
Kim NEES off at home and gone out by himself to the American Legion Club. He had already
purchased two 6 packs of Miller Beer and was headed to the bar to drink more. The
BOYFRIEND ran into his mother, father and brother, at the bar. (The FBI report)

Saturday morning, 12:15am, 1979, June 16th: Kim NEES left her house in her GMC pickup
and she was mad. She told her sister Pam NEES she was upset at her BOYFRIEND: (Court
Testimony Pam NEES)
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Saturday morning, 12:30 to1:00a.m. June 16th: Steve SCHAGUNN and Susie KIRN
girlfriend)

(boyfriend-

see Kim NEES parked at the Exxon Station in POPLAR, alone in her 1977 GMC truck as

if she is waiting for someone. NEES had left her house after being dropped off by her
BOYFRIEND. When she left she was mad. NEES had had been out with Steve SCHAGUNN the
night before. Susie KIRN confronted SCHAGUNN and he stated: (The FBI Report)

Saturday morning, 12:45am, 1979, June 16th: After seeing Kim NEES at the EXXON station,
Steve SCHAGUNN and Susie KIRN leave town and drive back to KIRNS house. They see Kim
NEES parked alone and her BOYFRIENDS car at the Legion Club.
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Saturday morning, 1:00am: 1979, June 16th: Kathleen MOE sees Kim NEES driving her
pickup West on Highway 2 near the high school and bus barns.

(Near area where killed) MOE

states it

appears Kim NEES was going to meet someone west of town. MOE was the last person to see
Kim NEES alive as she was heading out to the river bridge area on highway 2, following several
cars. MOE saw NEES just an hour earlier at the EXXON Station. (FBI Report)

Saturday Morning, 1:30 to 2:30 a.m. 1979, June 16th. Kim NEES was killed between these
hours according to autopsy, pathologist testimony and eye witness accounts.
Saturday Morning, 1:30, a.m. 1979, June 16th: The BOYFRIEND tells FBI and Sheriff
Mahlum that he left the bar at 1:30am: (Bar time of 1:30 equals real time of 1:15) (The FBI
report)
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Saturday morning, 1:30a.m. 1979, June 16th: The BOYFRIEND states he drove by Kim
NEES house and saw that her truck was gone and she was out. The BOYFRIEND minimized his
anger when interviewed. “I drove around looking for her until 2:45,” but then admitted in
interviews later, to being mad and hurt about Kim NEES being out all night with Steve
SCHAGUNN.
Saturday morning, 1:45am 1979, June 16th: The BOYFRIEND made an oddly timed
telephone call to Kathleen MOE, the last person to see Kim NEES alive 45 minutes earlier. The
BOYFRIEND states he made the call from a payphone near the Fort Peck Hotel which is across
the street from the EXXON Station where Kim NEES was seen waiting for someone. Kathleen
MOE’S father answered the phone, confirming the time 1:45am, and awoke his daughter. (The
FBI report)

The Alibi is established by the BOYFRIEND
Saturday morning, 2:00 a.m. 1979, June 16th: After calling Kathleen MOE at 1:45 am while
she was sleeping, The BOYFRIEND of Kim NEES then calls Kim NEES mother Diane. The
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BOYFRIEND had seen Diane at the Legion Bar 2 hours earlier. The BOYFRIEND tells the FBI
he called from the payphone of the Fort Peck Hotel. (The FBI Report)

1979, June 16th, Saturday morning, 1:45-2:00am. The BOYFRIEND had made 2 phone calls,
apparently from a pay phone by the “Fort Peck Hotel” in Poplar. He made the calls to Kathleen
MOE, a witness who saw several cars following Kim Nees, and the last person to see Kim NEES
alive. Moe saw NEES at around 1:00a.m. headed towards the area she would be killed. In the
phone call to MOE, The BOYFRIEND never mentioned Kim NEES and MOE felt it was
strange. The BOYFRIEND then made a call to Kim NEES mother Diane, concerned that Kim
wasn’t home, and telling Kim’s mom he would go look for her yet she wasn’t missing.
OPINION: Why didn’t the BOYFRIEND stop by Kim NEES house, which he said he
had just driven by to see if she was home? Instead he spent money and used a pay phone further
away to call the victim’s mother. The BOYFRIEND claims he didn’t want to drive by the NEES
house because his car was too loud. But the BOYFRIEND lived next door, and would have had
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to drive by the NEES home to go home. The BOYFRIEND said he left the bar at 1:30am. (1:15
bar time) Witnesses place him there at 1:00am. Kim NEES was parked at the EXXON in her
pickup waiting for someone at 1:00am. The BOYFRIEND left the bar and drove around looking
for Kim NEES from 1:15 until 3:30 a.m. and claims he never found her.
Kim NEES was killed within the hour of the BOYRIEND looking for her. Did Kim
NEES break off the relationship with the BOYFRIEND? (Time of death 1:30-45)
After Kim NEES was killed, the BOYFRIEND called 17 year old Kathleen MOE while
she was asleep, waking up her father also. MOE was the last person to see NEES alive at 1:00am
heading towards the trestle. Why did the BOYFRIEND need to talk to MOE at 1:45A.M?
According to Kathleen MOE, the BOYFRIEND sounded calm during the call and the
conversation was casual. (FBI Report)

Was The Boyfriend in the area of the murder?
1979, June 16th, Saturday morning, 2:00am: Two people see the BOYFRIEND driving down
highway 2 in his Mustang and passing them on the right. Greg GOURNEAU and Darrel
TRUEBLOOD are driving down highway 2 and see Kim NEES BOYFRIEND in his Ford
Mustang, alone near the high school and EXXON station. The BOYFRIEND passes
GOURNEAU and TRUEBLOOD illegally on the right side, and turns into Poplar High School.
(FBI Reports)
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Saturday Morning, June 16th 1979, 2:00-2:30 am: Joel Sparvier and his mother live above the
Train Bridge area on a bluff, and hear screams and dogs barking. Joel left his home after hearing
the dogs and drove to the east end of town. On the way, he saw the BOYFRIEND driving his
Ford Mustang near the EXXON station, which is across from the high school, where the
BOYFRIEND had been spotted earlier, pulling in and passing another car on the right. Joel and
Mrs. Sparvier testify in court. (Barry Beach Court Transcript)
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During Barry Beach’s trial, Prosecutor Marc Racicot confronted Barry Beach’s attorney
Timer Moses about attempting to put the murder on Kim NEES BOYFRIEND The Judge
discredited the theory.

In his closing statement, Prosecutor Marc Racicot gave the BOYFRIEND an “Absolute
Alibi,” in front of the jury. (Marc Racicot Rebuttal)
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In the Barry Beach trial Prosecutor Marc Racicot questioned the credibility of the actual
witnesses interviewed by the FBI. Their testimony was damning against the BOYFRIEND. The
JUDGE sided with Prosecutor Racicot in most objections regarding this issue.
1979, June 16th, Saturday morning, 2:00am until 3:00am. The BOYFRIEND states in his FBI
interview that he drove around POPLAR looking for Kim NEES from 1:30 until 3:00 am. He
furthered he had never seen her since midnight when he dropped her off at home.
Poplar, Montana is about one square mile in area, and 810 people in population. The
BOYFRIEND was spotted several times during the night, from 9pm until 2:30am, and last seen
driving around the area Kim NEES was last seen parked. Barry Beach was never seen by anyone
during this time frame.
During his testimony in the Barry Beach trial, the BOYFRIEND said he drove around
Poplar for 3 hours and claimed he never saw Kim NEES. 5 people saw the BOYFRIEND from
1:30 until 2:30 all over the West end of Poplar, where Kim NEES was killed. Nobody saw Barry
Beach.
In the 85 FBI reports obtained by Sheriff Mahlum after Barry Beach’s false confession
and arrest, there is no mention of anyone seeing him the late night of Kim NEES murder. The
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evidence suggests he was in bed just as he had said from the beginning. His car was stuck in the
sand on a beach on the opposite end of town from where Kim Nees was killed.
The BOYFRIEND was spotted with the victim all night by several people and in the area
of her killing. Besides her sister PAM, the BOYFRIEND was the last person to be seen with Kim
NEES.
The yellow pins on the map represent the sightings of the BOYFRIEND and Kim NEES
the night of her death. (Google Earth 1996 View of Poplar Montana)

The last sighting of the BOYFRIEND was around 2:30 am at the EXXON station doing a
U-Turn in his car. Kathleen MOE was the last person to see the victim Kim NEES alive at the
EXXON Station, and then saw her headed out Highway 2 West at about 1:00am.
The BOYFRIEND gave several versions as to why he called Kathleen MOE at 1:45 am.
(From FBI Report)
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The BOYFRIEND did not keep his story straight as to what time he left the
bar, and why he called Kathleen MOE at 1:45 am. He stated he had gone out with
her and asked her out before. According to MOE they never dated, he never asked
her out, and he had never called her before.
The BOYFRIEND Testifies
1984, February 12, Wolf Point, Montana. In Barry Beach’s trial, the BOYFRIEND was forced
to testify as a hostile witness about the phone call he had made to Kathleen MOE. Timer Moses,
Barry Beach’s defense attorney called the BOYFRIEND to testify about his actions on the night
of Kim NEES murder. The phone call the BOYFRIEND made to Kathleen Moe was suspicious
and out of character. Prosecutor Marc Racicot was concerned about the testimony and objected.
(Court Transcript)
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The BOYFRIEND had told several stories to the FBI as to why he called Kathleen MOE
at 1:45 am in the morning. At first he stated “I just wanted to talk. Then he stated, “I used to date
her.” These two statements were false. The BOYFRIEND actually had to use an operator on a
pay phone at 1:30 am in the morning to obtain Kathleen MOES phone number because he had
never called her before. (FBI Report 1979)

In the interview, the BOYFRIEND at first distances himself from being out
by the train bridge area where Kim NEES was killed, but in the next sentence he
admits to shooting a gun there a week before the murder.
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Prosecutor Marc Racicot objected to some of the BOYFRIENDS testimony but lost the
objection to the question posed: “What was the purpose of calling Cathy MOE?”
The BOYFRIEND was forced to answer

The BOYFRIEND was asked under oath about what time he left the legion Club. He
gave different answer in two previous interviews back in 1979. The BOYFRIEND had left the
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bar 1:15-1:30am and Kim NEES was killed between 1:30 and 2:30 a.m. (The BOYFRIEND
1984 Testimony)

The BOYFRIEND distanced himself from the time frame that Kim Nees was killed.
(1:30-2:00) The BOYFRIEND told the judge and jury he left the Legion at 2:00am when in fact
he left at 1:15 to 1:30. On the stand, he stated that after leaving the Legion Bar, he drove around
looking for Kim NEES in a 4 square mile area of Poplar.
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In his interviews with FBI in 1979, the BOYFRIEND repeatedly told them he left the bar
at1:30. (FBI report)

3-3:30 am, Saturday 1979, June 16th: The BOYFRIEND, in an interview with FBI, claims he
went home and went to bed 3 to 3:30 a.m. A loud suspicious truck pulled up in front of the
BOYFRIEND’S house at 3:30 am. It is unknown who was in it. The complainant was Johnny
McClammy. (FBI Report)

The BOYFRIENDS Mustang had a loud muffler. Many saw the BOYFRIEND in his
MUSTANG after 1:30am, the night Kim NEES was killed.
Dr. Pfaff testified that Kim NEES was in the water less than 6 hours when removed. She
was found at 7:15am. This would put the time of her death around 1-2am based on eyewitness
MOE and Dr. Pfaff’s testimony.
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Time of death 1:30-2:30 a.m. This is the time frame the BOYFRIEND left the bar looking for
Kim NEES, Nees left her house mad and looking for her BOYFRIEND, people heard screams,
others heard whispering, dogs were heard barking, and the BOYFRIEND was seen driving near
the area by two people.
Telephone calls made 1:45-2:30am. The BOYFRIEND then made 2 calls. One to the last
person to see KIM NEES alive, and the other to Kim’s mother after Kim was already dead. The
BOYFRIEND established an ALIBI for 1:30 to 2:00, the time of death, by making the phone
calls and testifying at Barry’s trial that he left the bar at 2:00 a.m. Prosecutor Marc Racicot gave
the BOYFRIEND and absolute alibi at Barry’s trial.
Saturday June 16th, 1979. Poplar, Montana: FBI agent Brent Warberg interviewed the
BOYFRIEND 12 hours after Kim NEES was killed. Agent Warberg had the BOYFRIEND take
2 polygraph tests. (The BOYFRIEND testimony Barry Beach Trial)
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The BOYFRIEND admitted he took 2 lie detectors back in 1979. The admission was
made in a letter he sent to the Montana Board of Pardons and Parole, opposing Barry Beach’s
release. In 2013
The BOYFRIEND sends a letter to the parole board
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June 16th 1979. The BOYRFRIEND became a suspect to law enforcement immediately. Law
enforcement felt Kathleen MOE, the girl the BOYFRIEND had called, was an important witness
in the case and she was hypnotized. They were hoping Kathleen MOE could identify the cars or
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individuals she saw near Kim NEES just before Kim was killed. She was never able to give a
clear description of what she saw. Kathleen MOE did not testify at the Barry Beach trial.
1979, June 16th, Saturday, 4:00 am: Deputies drive by Kim NEES truck parked near the trestle
area but don’t check on it. They don’t know she is already dead in the river.
1979, June 16th, Saturday, 7:30 am: Deputies return to the river bridge around 7:15am when
they still see Kim NEES 1977 GMC truck parked. They find the truck with blood along the
passenger side. Kim’s purse and jacket are lying under the passenger door, knocked out during
the struggle. The positioning of Kim’s truck suggests she had pulled in to the area, and drove off
the roadway, possibly alongside another car she was meeting. There was a 9ft 2 inch gap
between the truck passenger door and the crescent shaped blood pool across the road. (<
indicates blood)

<
A Personal Killing of Rage
A diagram of the scene is done, and the yellow indicates Kim NEES truck. The pool of
blood deputies spotted is visible in the foreground across the driveway from the truck. Kim was
drug out the passenger door and beat in this area. The blood is in a crescent shape pattern, and
began at the beginning of the drag trail when she was dragged from her truck to the river.
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Investigation revealed the attack occurred inside Kim NEES pickup, starting in the
driver’s seat and exiting out the passenger door. The scene suggested she invited her killer into
the truck. It appeared to be someone she trusted.
Kim NEES was struck in the head as she sat in the driver’s seat. Her attacker was in the
passenger seat. Kim was then dragged and possibly carried by her killer out of the truck
alongside the passenger side of the pickup and across the road, causing the bloody palm print on
the door. (FBI Palm Print Report)

“Conclusive comparisons of these latent palm prints could not be conducted, as some areas are
not completely legible or fully recorded.”
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The FBI report on the palm prints of the BOYFRIEND, Kim NEES, Barry BEACH and
Pam NEES suggests the latent palm prints for comparison did not contain the entire area of the
palm

Prosecutor Marc Racicot confirmed in his Rebuttal that the results of the FBI palm print
examination were inconclusive because of a poor job of obtaining the palm prints. (Prosecutor
Marc Racicot)

The bloody palm print was most likely left as the killer pulled Kim NEES out of the truck
and laid her down on the ground, closing the door. It could be hers or the killers. Better quality
prints of Kim NEES can no longer be obtained. The BOYFRIEND is still alive and better prints
could be obtained if the comparisons were inconclusive.
Kim NEES was carried across the driveway and the blood began to pool, which I have
indicated in RED on the diagram. The YELLOW is Kim’s truck. The killer appears to have
walked around another car, which would have been next to Kim NEES truck, parked on the
passenger side and to the front. (Green added for Car)
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Officers took measurements, and the blood pool was 9ft, 2 inches across the road from
the passenger door of Kim NEES truck. This indicates a car may have been parked alongside
Kim NEES truck as she was carried out the passenger door. The suspect car was at least 9ft 2’’
wide or 110 inch wheel base. The BOYFRIENDS 1973 Ford Mustang has a 109”wide wheel
base. (Source Ford Motor Company 1973 Mustang Wheel Base)
The autopsy indicated 2 possible weapons, both causing crescent or lunar shaped wounds
with abraded edges. Kim NEES was killed in a frenzied style. Dr. Pfaff, when asked how many
times Kim NEES was struck stated:
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Dr. PFAFF stated in court, and in is his autopsy report. There were “Lunar” shaped
wounds to her face and head, which could have been caused by a tire iron, a crescent wrench,
possibly a hammer, or any similar item with rounded abraded edge, and of similar length and
weight. (Centurion Ministries Post Hearing Memo)

July 19, 1979, Poplar River. Shortly after the murder of Kim NEES, a claw hammer was found
30 ft away from where Kim NEES body had been found.

June 1983, Poplar River. In Barry Beach’s 1983 confession, he stated that he used a crescent
wrench and threw the truck keys and wrench in the river. The river was searched in 1979 and
1983. No crescent wrench or keys were ever found in the river The hammer found in the river
near Kim NEES body in 1979, could have been the murder weapon.
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Kim NEES was killed in a quick frenzied attack, most to her face and head, suggesting it
was very personal by someone she knew and trusted. The claw hammer would have also caused
the tears in the ceiling of Kim NEES truck, as the killer wielded it up and down in the enclosed
cab.
1979, June 19th, Poplar, Montana. A bloody towel was found on a fence near Kim Nees and
the BOYFRIEND’S homes. (Centurion Ministries Memo)

Type A blood and saliva were found on the towel. The blood is not Kim Nees or Barry
Beach’s.
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The bloody towel could have been used by the killer to stop a bloody nose. DNA was
mixed in with the blood that was not Kim NEES or Barry Beach’s. There was no reference found
in any of the reports that the BOYFRIENDS car was searched, or his blood taken and compared.
According to the report, the blood on the towel is most likely from a Type A blood donor.
The BOYFRIEND didn’t confess to FBI or UnderSheriff Dean Mahlum after 2
interviews and 2 polygraphs. Police eliminated suspects by comparing the physical evidence at
the scene; the fingerprints and palm prints. None of the fingerprints inside the truck or outside
the truck matched the BOYFRIEND, or Barry Beach. The BOYFRIEND had been in Kim NEES
truck just 24 hours earlier, and his fingerprints were not found in the truck. This is not unusual.
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1979-1982, Roosevelt County, Montana. Official reports show Under Sheriff Dean Mahlum
focused on Barry Beach as the killer of Kim Nees. Mahlum was undersheriff in 1979 and
became Sheriff January 1, 1983. Barry was arrested 4 days later.
In the FBI reports there was no sightings of Barry Beach and Kim Nees together the
night of the murder, but Barry was spotted with blood on his hand earlier in the day. In the
witness statements taken by the FBI and Roosevelt County Sheriff, the only person seen with
Kim NEES the night of her death was the BOYFRIEND.
Per his own testimony in 1984, Sheriff Mahlum did not have access to the 85 FBI reports
done by the FBI until after Barry Beach’s arrest. These reports were thorough and documented
the timeline of Kim NEES and her BOYFRIEND leading up to the murder. After Barry’s
confession nobody looked back at the case. Prosecutor Marc Racicot discredited the reports
during trial and did not call the FBI agent as a witness. In fact, Timer Moses attempted to contact
agent Warberg during trial and an exchange occurred in the Judges Chambers about FBI agent
Worberg:

Marc Racicot criticized the FBI reports at trial, and discredited the agents way of
gathering evidence. The FBI agent who documented Kim NEES and her BOYFRIENDS
whereabouts the days leading up to the murder was not available to testify.
Prosecutor Marc Racicot Rebuttal
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1983, October. Poplar Montana: Three years after the Kim NEES murder, information came
forward to Under Sheriff Mahlum stating Barry and a group of girls may have killed her.
BARRY had been interviewed repeatedly and taken several polygraph tests over the years. The
witness, Billie McClammy is the wife of the BOYFRIEND today.( Roosevelt County Report)
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1983, January 1st, Poplar, Montana: Undersheriff Dean Mahlum, the second in command of
the Kim NEES investigation, ran for Sheriff in 1982 and won. Sheriff Mahlum became the lead
investigtor on the Kim NEES case.

The False Confession
1983, January 4th, Monroe, Louisianna: 4 days after Sheriff Mahlum was sworn in, Barry
Beach’s step mom Carolyn Beach, gave Monroe, Louisiana Police a letter. The letter from
Roosevelt County, indicated Barry Beach is a suspect in the Kim NEES murder in Montana.
(Interview Carolyn and Bob Beach 1983)

The letter and information provided to Sgt. VIA lead VIA to believe Barry Beach is a
serial killer and may be responsible for 3 dead women in Louisianna.
1983, January 4th. Monroe, Louisianna. Louisianna police were already aware that Barry
Beach was a suspect in a murder in Montana. He was arrested and held in jail on misdemenaor
charges regarding a runaway girl, and his bail was denied so they could interview him. The arrest
was a pre-cursor to interviewing him for the murders. Barry’s step mom and father are called in
and interviewed by Sgt. Jay VIA on January 5th.
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1983, January 5th. Monroe louisianna. Carolyn and Bob Beach are interveiwed by Sgt VIA.
Throughout the interview, police suspect Barry Beach may be a serial killer that had preyed on
Louisianna from 1979-1982, killing women the same age as Kim Nees. Sgt VIA’S questions
indicate that he suspects Barry has killed in Montana and Louisiana. Bob and Carolyn Beach
answer Sgt. VIA’S questions. (Louisianna Interview)
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1983, January 4th, Monroe Louisiana: Barry Beach’s repeated interviews began January 4th
(Court Records Sgt.VIA)

1983, January 7th, Monroe Louisianna. Barry Beach’s recorded confession end time is
stamped 3 days after he was arrested. DATE STAMPED January 7th at 19:48 hrs. (7:48pm)

Barry Beach gave a false confession after being held in jail 3 days, denied bail and then
interviewed repeatedly and threatened with the death penalty in Louisianna for killing three
women. The interviewing began on the evening of January 4 th, 1983 with no recording, and
ended January 7th at approximatly 8:00pm with a recorded confession.
Sgt. VIA used Barry’s step mom and father against Barry, pumping the parents with false
information about Barry and his problems with women. (Interview Carolyn and Bob Beach)

Beach’s confession does not match the details of how the crime occurred. The details of
the murder were provided to the investigators before the confession, who in turn provided it to
Barry and then taped a false confession. (Roosevelt County Sheriff Dean Mahlum Report.)
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Barry Beach’s arrest and confession to Sgt. VIA in 1983 was a false confession. Sgt. VIA
had obtained false confessions from Serial killers Henry Lucas and Ottis Toole in 1983 also.
These two serial killers were tied to serial killer Edward Wayne Edwards.
In June of 2014, I released a 4 year investigation of Edward Wayne Edwards. Edwards
associated with Ottis Toole and Henry Lucas in 1983, the year Barry confessed. These three
serial killers were all in jail from 1983 to1986, pinning murders on others, and confessing to
murders they couldn’t have done.
The three murders in Louisianna that Sgt. VIA and Officer Maderies attempted to blame
on Barry Beach in 1983, were proven by DNA to have been done by other killers. (Centurion
Ministries Post Hearing Memorandum)
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1983-1986, Texas, Louisianna, Pennsylvania, Florida. During the time period Barry Beach
was arrested and convicted, Serial Killers OttisToole, Henry Lucas and Edward Wayne Edwards
were pulling a hoax on law enforcement all over the country. The MO worked like this:
Ed Edwards provided Ottis Toole and Henry Lucas details on murders Ed had actually
committed. Lucas and Toole took the information and used it to obtain favoritism while being
held on murders they were awaiting trial on. They were treated like royalty by police for 3 years.
Toole was in jail in Florida, Lucas was in jail in Texas, and Edwards was in jail in
Pennsylvania, all at the same time. A nationwide task force was formed in 1983 to investigate the
information the 3 serial killers provided law enforcement. Toole and Lucas became known as
“The Most Prolific Serial Killers.” Sgt.VIA and Detective Mendaires in Monroe, Louisianna
became part of the task force. After three years of investgiating, it was determined that, Lucas
and Toole were providing false information on murders in order to gain favoritism with the
justice system.
Many of the murders LUCAS and TOOLE confessed to were committed by Edward
Wayne Edwards. Edwards was released from prison in Pennsylvania for his copperation in June
of 1986, and continued to kill and set people up until his capture in July of 2009. LUCAS and
TOOLE died in prison in 1996 and 2004. The entire event from 1983 until 1986 was lableled the
biggest Hoax ever pulled on law enforcement. The information provided by the killers resulted in
innocent people being arrested for their murders. The Texas Attorney General issued a report in
1986 about the Hoax.
2014, June. Great Falls, Montana. I, John A Cameron published my 4 year investigation into
serial killer Edward Wayne Edwards. The investigation of Ed Edwards tied him to serial killers
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LUCAS and TOOLE in 1983, the year Barry Beach confessed. The 1983 TIMELINE on my
website contains more information on Edwards, Ottis Toole and Henry Lucas. Sgt. Jay VIA and
Detective Maderies had been manipulated by all three serial killers from 1983-86, during the
time Barry Beach was being falsley accused and tried.
Barry Beach’s 1983 confession did not match the crime scene and there was no
information in the original investigation that Barry was anywhere near Kim NEES the night of
her murder. The only person seen with Kim NEES before her death was her BOYFRIEND.
The 85 FBI reports that the State of Montana discredited in Barry Beachs trial
documented a meticulous timeline the night Kim NEES was killed. Of all the people
interviewed, nobody saw Barry Beach and he had no access to his car. Barry also had no motive
for killing Kim NEES. The State of Montana claimed Barry Beach killed Kim NEES in a
frenzied, personal rage of hatred when all the evidence suggests the BOYFRIEND, who was
mad and looking for her, who had motive and opportunity, and was seen in the area, had nothing
to do with it?
It makes no sense.
Author, John A Cameron, owner of coldcasecameron.com

